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A

lthough many businesses boast of being social media savvy, most are on
the outside looking in. Their social media strategy looks very similar to
what they had done with more traditional media, such as posting pictures
that boost their brand image or informing about a special upcoming
discount package. But social media channels are meant to be interactive, and most businesses
are not interacting. They are speaking, not listening.
Social listening involves using the information customers post publicly to better personalize their experience. But distinguishing the messages that matter (and responding to them
promptly and effectively) is not easy—with customers in the United States posting over 500
million tweets a day, and over 400 million uploads on Instagram—how can a company sift
through this information to make a meaningful connection?
In our paper, we describe the process Luxury Hotel Company X embarked on to harness
social media postings to better manage their experience in real-time. After implementation,
their Customer Experience Team engaged with 45% of guests who posted on social media at
their properties. The individual stories impacted a small sample of their guests, but over time,
and through the building of influencer stories, this effort had a positive impact on longer-term
figures such as Revpar, RevPar Index, and the Gallup Measure of Customer Engagement.
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THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

The Customer Experience Team conducted a six
month implementation test at one of Luxury Hotel
Company X’s hotels which consisted of the following
steps:
1. Re-organize around Social Media
The first step was to differentiate the different types of social media. Outbound social media messages that were designed to
develop the brand image stayed under the
control of the Communications division. Inbound social media messages from customers were specified for the Customer Experience (CX) Team.
2. Real Time Social Media Monitoring
The next step was to find a service that could
collect and filter the inbound social media posts on Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook and highlight those sent from in and
around the property. The filtering reduced
the number of posts needing responses, and
provided insight into individual guest preferences and desires.
3. Decentralize Social Media Operations
Building a centralized, dedicated function
to monitor and respond to social media
posts would have been limiting and impersonal, so those responsibilities were distributed among hundreds of employees at the
hotel that had been trained in social media
etiquette. These employees had access to
filtered posts by streaming them to an app
on their phone, and to monitors in the back
office of several hotel functions. Employees
were encouraged to be creative and proactive in their responses.
4. Guidelines and Training
To be sure that that employees were reacting in a positive way, without damaging the
brand or giving offense, a comprehensive
set of guidelines was developed, such as:
When not to respond: The basic rule is that if
a post conveys anything that doesn’t fit the
company’s culture, or is inappropriate, the
employee doesn’t respond. To determine
that, a team member may have to look
at the photo, caption, profile, prior posts,
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comments, poster’s online reputation, and
our information about a guest.
Which posts to engage with: The criteria for
deciding when to engage include a guest
being on-premises, positive sentiments we
can cater to, a special occasion (such as a
birthday), and the guest having many followers.

“The most important factor is whether there is an
opportunity to make a difference; from sending
guests their favorite type of cookies to providing
crutches to someone who just posted about their
twisted ankle. “
5. Develop a Systemized approach
The CX Team evolved an approach that was
practical, safe and repeatable. This is how it
worked: A guest tweeted upon arrival that
she’d be spending her birthday weekend
at Company X’s Hotel. The team saw the
tweet, and saw she had 460,000 followers.
The team tweeted back, welcoming her. The
kitchen, checking the hotel’s CRM system,
discovered that on previous stays she had
asked for macarons. They were brought to
her room shortly after she checked in, with
a personal note from guest relations wishing her a happy birthday. The guest posted
pictures of the macarons on Instagram, and
thanked the hotel on Twitter. In addition,
the guest posted pictures on Instagram all
weekend, which were reposted by her followers. The CX team “liked them,” and followed her, validating her social status. She
followed the hotel back. In this way, her
digital and physical worlds were connected,
and the hotel was connected to her. Her Instagram posts were seen by 2.7 million people over that one weekend.
6. Create New Measures of Success
The CX Team debated how to best demonstrate the effectiveness of this new social listening tool, believing that the metrics used
by PR to show their impact (followers, etc)
were not enough. While traditional metrics
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can be used to understand traffic and volume, they fall short in measuring the impact
of the social media interaction on the guest
experience. Additionally, the CX Team was
able to convince management to drop the
five-star standards/mystery shop approach
which primarily focused on measurement
of service quality. The team felt that focusing on such measures and comparing themselves to competitors reduced their ability to
focus on customer experience.

ROLLOUT TO LUXURY HOTEL X COLLECTION

Once the Social Listening program was running
well at the test hotel, it was rolled it out to thousands of
employees at the Company X’s other hotels. In the first
three months, through their 65,000 posts, guests generated exposure that would have cost around $150,000
through more conventional channels. The only significant cost was training; the technology costs were minimal.
Social Listening allowed for a quicker, more perThe CX Team worked on developing a bespoke sonalized experience. For example, one guest posted an
measurement tool called Social Media Stories. See fig- Instagram story from her room at one of Company X’s
ure 1 for an example. These stories show the original Los Angeles properties and mentioned she did not have
guest post and the hotel response. Some stories went a full-length mirror, and housekeeping sent one to the
further where the guest continued their response on so- room with a note. That guest promptly posted a picture
cial media, with figure 1 featuring Real Housewife Beth- of herself in the full-length mirror and explained how
any Frankel posting more photos of herself on Company she got it to her 3 million followers. A guest at a different property in Milan posted an Instagram story from
X Hotel’s yoga mat that was sent to her room.
figure 1

Social Media Story

GUEST IS SPOTTED
We spotted the guest’s Instagram and
snapchat stories where the guest was
enjoying in-room yoga

@bethennyfrankel
Hey LA…comin’ for ya!

1.3 MILLION
FOLLOWERS

MAY 22, 2017
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GIFT IS SENT
The following morning, we had a yoga
mat and note delivered to the guest,
which was then posted on her social
accounts

her room in which she mentioned not feeling well. The
food and beverage team had some infusions and ginger sent to her with a note saying, “Get well soon!” The
guest posted about the gesture to her million followers on Instagram, saying “You (the hotel) are the best!”
When a guest at a Company X property in Paris posted
from his room that his girlfriend had just accepted his
proposal of marriage, the team invited them to a private
terrace for a celebratory bottle of champagne. There are
hundreds of stories like this and they are all different,
representing the different needs and desires of the customers.

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS

Most of the focus on customer posting on social media in hospitality has been about service recovery. Company X’s efforts demonstrate that this information can
be used in real-time to improve the customer experience.
We provided a list of steps that were found to be effective for training employees to recognize guests’ posts—
and employees were taught to only to focus on posts
that were public, and to review past posting behavior to
determine if a guest might be open to a personalization
experience. It is not a task that can be automated. The
company needed to re-organize its social media efforts
– taking the inbound media away from the Communications department and creating a CX Team at each property to monitor inbound posts in real-time. The Social
Media stories was an effective means of sharing the
guest interaction and ensuring that the experience came
to a full conclusion (so that the customer’s response was
recorded). This overall template can be reimagined for
other hotel brands or service companies and is not limited to small properties though they might be able to
interact with a greater proportion of guests compared to
a larger property. Using social listening is available and
useful for any type of company interested in improving
their guest experience.
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@bethennyfrankel
Do what you can when
you can

@hotel
Love to see you staying
“Beverly Hills balanced”
during your stay with us

Service researchers and practitioners have begun to
recognize that our failure to understand the connections
between the social and physical experience can have potentially serious consequences. Even the most customersavvy operator needs to address guest sentiment on social media. For instance, Wolfgang Puck, chef at several
of Company X’s hotels, did not understand the importance of social media for his customer engagement:

“The editor of a glossy magazine hosted a party
at celebrity chef Wolfgang Puck’s New York
restaurant. Chef Puck made sure to greet the
editor personally. He made a fuss. He posed for
pictures with her and his staff took excellent
care of the people in her party. Everyone had a
wonderful time. The editor posted many pictures
of the party on Instagram, tweeted about it, and
personally thanked the Chef @WolfgangPuck
on Twitter. But neither Chef Puck nor his staff
responded on Twitter, nor ‘liked’ her pictures on
Instagram—an unintended slight. “
While the editor was recognized physically at the
restaurant, she was not recognized digitally on social
media, which was equally important to her… and to
her 46,000 followers. The CX Team leader apprised Chef
Puck of this. He said, “So, you’re telling me that not responding to her Instagram post is the same as not saying
thank you, hello, or goodbye to someone you know?”
“Yes,” she said. Organizations today ignore their customers’ social media at their own peril. Social listening
represents a way of staying connected. g
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PUBLICATION INFORMATION
“The Effect of Customer-Manager Social Engagement upon Online Booking Behavior” was published in Cornell
Hospitality Quarterly, in November 2020.
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